Abstract-The objectives of this research are to develop robust methods for segmentation of multitemporal synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and optical data and to investigate the fusion of multitemporal ENVISAT advanced synthetic aperture radar (ASAR) and Chinese HJ-1B multispectral data for detailed urban landcover mapping. Eight-date multiangle ENVISAT ASAR images and one-date HJ-1B charge-coupled device image acquired over Beijing in 2009 are selected for this research. The edge-aware region growing and merging (EARGM) algorithm is developed for segmentation of SAR and optical data. Edge detection using a Sobel filter is applied on SAR and optical data individually, and a majority voting approach is used to integrate all edge images. The edges are then used in a segmentation process to ensure that segments do not grow over edges. The segmentation is influenced by minimum and maximum segment sizes as well as the two homogeneity criteria, namely, a measure of color and a measure of texture. The classification is performed using support vector machines. The results show that our EARGM algorithm produces better segmentation than eCognition, particularly for built-up classes and linear features. The best classification result (80%) is achieved using the fusion of eight-date ENVISAT ASAR and HJ-1B data. This represents 5%, 11%, and 14% improvements over eCognition, HJ-1B, and ASAR classifications, respectively. The second best classification is achieved using fusion of four-date ENVISAT ASAR and HJ-1B data (78%). The result indicates that fewer multitemporal SAR images can achieve similar classification accuracy if multitemporal multiangle dual-look-direction SAR data are carefully selected.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N 2011, humanity passed a significant milestone-now, the planet has seven billion inhabitants with more than half living in cities [1] . Between now and 2030, the world is expected to add an additional two billion urban dwellers, or 62% of the estimated global population of 8.1 billion will live in cities. Most of the urban demographic transformation in the coming decades will occur in Asia and Africa. In China, for example, it is estimated that 400 million will move to urban areas by 2030, and the total urban population will be at 1.46 billion or 65%. Although only a small percentage of global land cover, urban areas significantly alter climate, biogeochemistry, and hydrology at local, regional, and global scales [2] , [3] . Therefore, mapping urban land use/land cover in a timely and accurate manner is of critical importance for sustainable development.
Most of the efforts for urban mapping in China are based on optical remote sensing, e.g., [4] - [7] . Due to frequent cloud cover, smog, haze, and sand storms, however, optical data may not be available during critical monitoring cycle. With its allweather capability and its unique information content, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an attractive data source for urban land-cover mapping. Single-date and multitemporal SAR data have been increasingly used in urban applications for mapping urban extent, land-cover classification, and change detection, e.g., [8] - [34] . In terms of SAR data used, various multitemporal spaceborne SAR data in single polarization, dual polarization, and full polarimetry have been evaluated for urban applications, and they include the European Remote Sensing Satellite 1/2, ENVISAT advanced SAR (ASAR), RADARSAT-1/2 C-band SAR, the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite 1 and Advanced Land Observation Satellite PalSAR L-band SAR, TerraSAR-X and COnstellation of small Satellites for the Mediterranean basin Observation (COSMO)/SkyMed X-band SAR, and multifrequency Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band SAR. In terms of SAR processing and feature extraction methods, texture measures, e.g., [12] - [14] , [18] , and [19] , contextual information, e.g., [28] , and classification algorithms such as statistical, e.g., [15] , neural network, e.g., [15] , [17] , [19] , and [30] , support vector machine (SVM), e.g., [20] , [29] , [31] , and [39] , knowledge-based, and rule-based approaches, e.g., [8] , [24] , [29] , and [30] , have been investigated for urban mapping with varying degree of success. In addition to amplitude information, coherence information has also been explored for urban mapping, e.g., [14] and [17] . In terms of multitemporal multiangle analysis, several studies [15] , [17] , [29] compared multidate SAR combinations and demonstrated that the classification results could be improved by additional data. Aside from an earlier study by the author [19] , only one study investigated multitemporal multi-viewing-angle SAR data for urban road network extraction using simulated COSMO/SkyMed SAR images [11] . The study found that the advantage of multiviewing analysis is usually related to the shadowing and layover effects that reduce the usefulness of single-view images. No studies, however, 0196-2892/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE investigated multitemporal multi-incidence-angle dual-orbit SAR data for urban analysis. Man-made structures have large dihedral/trihedral surfaces that result in high backscatter at appropriate look angles. The incidence angle, on the other hand, affects the detectability of settlements through its control of range resolution. Small incident angles produce poorer range resolution than larger angles. Higher resolution allows detection of smaller settlements and mapping of small complex landcover units, while larger incident angles generate longer radar shadows than smaller angles. Radar shadows conceal or obfuscate land cover [9] . Therefore, it is desirable to evaluate the effect of temporal incidence angle and look direction of spaceborne SAR data for urban land-cover mapping.
Furthermore, the fusion of SAR and optical data has been proven advantageous by making use of the complementary nature of the data acquired by different sensors, e.g., [23] and [35] - [42] . Both SAR and optical data have their own merits and limitations, thus the fusion of SAR and optical data can overcome the deficiencies associated with a single sensor. Various studies have been conducted for urban land-cover mapping using fusion of SAR and optical data [23] , [41] - [47] . However, most of these urban studies mapped only one or few urban classes. Detailed land-cover mapping in complex urban environments is a challenge for several reasons, as identified in [23] and [29] . Therefore, there is a strong need to explore SAR and optical data fusion for detailed urban land-cover mapping.
Most of the aforementioned fusion studies used a pixelbased classification. Object-based methods, on the other hand, have been increasingly adopted in urban mapping using highresolution optical data [48] , SAR data, e.g., [27] and [29] , and fusion of SAR and optical data, e.g., [23] and [46] , since more information such as object features and spatial relationships could be explored in the analysis, thus improving the classification accuracy. The existing automatic image segmentation techniques can be classified into four approaches: 1) thresholding techniques; 2) boundary-based methods; 3) region-based methods; and 4) hybrid techniques [49] , [50] . The pros and cons of the techniques are discussed in [48] and [49] . The most commonly used segmentation method is region growing and merging in eCognition [48] . Boundary-based methods using edge detection are also explored for image segmentation [51] - [53] . Several studies found that integrating edge and region detection can produce better segmentation of images [54] - [58] . However, these studies used relatively simple images such as photographs of faces, flowers, and buildings [49] , [54] - [58] , not the complex spaceborne SAR and optical data in challenging urban environments. Therefore, further research is needed to develop robust methods for segmentation of SAR and optical data that integrates edge detection and region growing and merging.
The availability of the European Space Agency (ESA) ENVISAT multitemporal multiangle ASAR data and Chinese Earth Observations satellite data, such as BJ-1 and HJ-1A/1B, provides excellent opportunities for data fusion research. The objectives of this research are to develop robust method for segmentation of SAR and optical data and to investigate the potential of fusion of multitemporal ENVISAT ASAR and HJ-1B optical images for detailed land-cover mapping in rapidly changing complex urban environments. The study area is Beijing, the capital of China and one of the cities highly representative for rapid urbanization. The major land-cover classes include high-density built-up area, low-density built-up area, roads, airport, forest, low vegetation (including parks and crops), golf course, grass/pasture, bare fields, and water.
Eight-date ENVISAT ASAR images with multiple incidence angle, alternating polarization (HH/VV), and single polarization (VV) at 12.5-m pixel spacing (30-m resolution) were acquired from May to October 2009. All SAR images were in ascending orbit except one. The data set contains four ASAR beam modes with incidence angles ranging from 20
• to 45
• that may result in effects of shadow, layover, and foreshortening in urban areas, depending on building heights. These effects, however, are relatively small due to the medium resolution. For high-resolution SAR data, the effect will be much stronger. Table I shows the characteristics of the ASAR images used in this research. One scene of HJ-1B charge-coupled device (CCD) image acquired on May 12, 2009, was selected for this research since no images were acquired during the peak vegetation season when confusion between urban classes and bare fields can be reduced. The early season image also presents an opportunity for research into the role of SAR in improving land-cover classification of optical data acquired in nonoptical season as this is often the case in many parts of the world due to cloud cover. HJ-1B stands for Disaster and Environment Monitoring and Forecast Small Satellite Constellation B, which is one of the small Chinese Earth observation satellites. Launched on September 6, 2008, HJ-1B payloads include a CCD camera that acquires images in blue, green, red, and near-infrared parts of the spectrum at 30-m resolution and an infrared camera [59] .
To evaluate the efficient combination of ASAR and HJ-1B data, four-date ENVISAT ASAR images, i.e., from May 7, May 27, June 8, and August 4, were selected to represent four different incidence angles (IS2, IS4, IS6, and IS7) and two look directions.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this research, an image segmentation method based on edge detection and region growing and merging algorithm was developed for segmentation of ENVISAT SAR and HJ-1B multispectral data. The analysis can be divided into three phases, i.e., image preprocessing, edge detection and image segmentation, and classification. Large parts of the processing chain have been implemented in our own software package, a 64-b JAVA application. An overview of the methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The details of the methodology are discussed in the following sections.
A. Image Preprocessing
Since the data sets consist of one-date multispectral image and eight-date SAR images from multiple incidence angles and two look directions, it is necessary to accurately coregister all these images together. First, all ASAR images were orthorectified based on the satellite orbital model and the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission digital elevation model with rmss less than 1 pixel (or 12.5 m) and coregistered using the Next ESA SAR Toolbox 4B. Then, the HJ-1B image was orthorectified and coregistered to the orthorectified SAR data set using the Geomatica OrthoEngine of PCI Geomatics, resulting in the final image database of 17 channels. Then, the images were subset to cover the sixth-ring road around Beijing.
To reduce speckle, a multitemporal speckle filter was applied to all SAR images. As [20] and [30] demonstrated the superiority of using the compressed 8-b data rather than the raw 16-b data for SAR image segmentation, the SAR images were scaled down to 8 b using a 95% clipped linear scaling function. For better edge detection and segmentation, the images are enhanced using histogram equalization.
B. Image Segmentation Using EARGM 1) Edge Detection:
Edge-based segmentation techniques use the assumption that pixel values change rapidly at the boundary between two regions. Commonly used edge detection techniques include simple ones such as the Sobel or Roberts operators, or more complex ones such as the Canny operator [49] . In this research, edge detection is achieved by applying a 5 × 5 Sobel filter to the ASAR data and HJ-1B images individually. To extract the most evident edges, the resulting gradient images are then thresholded with a 99% cutoff, i.e., only the ones with 99% of the maximum gradient in the image are extracted as edges. Remaining small clusters of edge pixels are filtered out using a combined convolution and threshold operation. The threshold is selected based on empirical testing. For all filtering operations, duplication is applied to solve problems at the outer edges of the whole scene. A majority voting approach is applied on all the edge images of SAR and on that of all the optical bands, respectively, to create two binary decision images (0 for no edge and 1 for edge). Then, the two edge images are joined by a logical OR operator to create the final decision image of edge or no edge. All operations performed during edge detection are implemented using JAVA Advanced Imaging.
2) EARGM: Region-based segmentations rely on the assumption that adjacent pixels in the same region have similar visual features such as gray level, color value, or texture. The commonly used approach is region growing and merging, and the performance of this approach largely depends on the selected homogeneity criterion [49] . In this research, the segmentation is divided into four main steps (Fig. 2 ) and can be influenced by three parameters. The parameters are minimum and maximum segment sizes as well as a weighting between the two homogeneity criteria used. The two homogeneity criteria are a measure of color (1) as the average change of mean through a possible combination of two pixels or segments and a measure of texture (2) as the average change of standard deviation through a possible merging of two segments
The actual segmentation is started by a region growing operation which is split into growing along edges and growing offside of edges. To decide with which neighbor pixels or segments to merge, the color criterion alone is used. The order of segment seeds is determined by the average entropy of all bands of a 5 × 5 neighborhood around a pixel. This initial growing is limited to a quarter of the minimum segment size. Once the growing is completed, the first merging step is started. In contrast to the growing phase which was a one-sided test, the first merging step is a mutual test, i.e., only if two segments are each other's best choices determined by both the color and the texture criterion, they are actually merged. The mutual merging operation is finished when either the minimum segment size is reached or no more mutual best partners can be found.
The next step is the adaptive threshold merging operation. The threshold is defined as a third of the average of the weighted sum of the two merging criteria over all possible segment merges at this stage of the segmentation process. We chose the threshold to be based on the global homogeneity so that it is adaptive to the data set and can be determined automatically during processing. If the scene is very homogeneous, the threshold will be smaller, and if the scene is very heterogeneous, the threshold will be bigger. In this study, the threshold was determined empirically by testing on different data sets at 30-m resolution, such as ENVISAT ASAR, HJ-1B, Landsat Thematic Mapper, and Beijing-1 data. From the testing, we found that one-third of the global homogeneity works best for ENVISAT ASAR and HJ-1B individually and their fusion. The threshold merging is iteratively applied while increasing the maximum segment size and decreasing the threshold at each iteration. An iteration is completed when either all segments reached the current maximum size or no pair of segments is below the current threshold criterion after a possible merge. The last iteration is performed when the maximum segment size determined by the input parameter is reached.
As the last step in segmentation, all those segments which are below the minimum size are merged to their best fitting neighboring segments. The minimum segment size was set to 40 pixels, and the maximum was set to 4000. The weighting between the homogeneity criteria is set to 0.5 each.
Of all parameters in the segmentation process, the minimum segment size has the biggest influence on the outcome of the segmentation since it defines the smallest possible mapping unit. The maximum segment size only has an influence on the segmentation when it is not selected very big in relation to the minimum segment size. In this research, a very big maximum segment size was chosen, and hence, the influence on the results is rather small. The threshold has more effect on the results than the maximum segment size. This is mainly due to high heterogeneity of urban scenes. In more homogeneous vegetation/agricultural scenes, probably, the maximum segment size would have a stronger effect.
For comparison, segmentation of ASAR and HJ-1B data is also performed in eCognition. Multiresolution segmentation in eCognition is a bottom-up region merging technique, merging smaller objects to form bigger ones by taking criteria of homogeneity in color and shape into account. The size of the object is adjusted by the scale parameter, which determines the maximum allowable heterogeneity of the objects. Image objects are generated in a network of hierarchical levels and are logically linked. Therefore, each object knows its neighbors and sub-and superobjects [60] . In this research, the scale was set to 21 to achieve approximately the same segment size and the total number of segments (total segments: 149 583) as from our segmentation (total segments: 145 895). All images are equally weighted, the mean color index is 0.9, the shape index is 0.1, and the compactness is set to 0.5.
C. Image Classification 1) SVM:
Past studies showed that SVM was effective for classification of multitemporal or multisource data, e.g., [29] and [47] , since there is no requirement of the statistical model for the data to be classified. The superiority of SVM to other classifiers in the object-based classification of SAR and optical data has also been reported by various studies, e.g., [20] and [39] . Therefore, SVM is selected for postsegmentation classification and is implemented using the JAVA version of LibSVM in this research.
SVM searches for the optimal hyperplane to separate the training vectors of two classes into two subspaces through mapping the input vectors into high-dimension space. Therefore, SVM is originally a binary classifier. In this research, the one-against-one approach is adopted. Currently, there are two types of approaches for multiclass SVM. One is by constructing and combining several binary classifiers, while the other is by directly considering all data in one optimization formulation. The formulation to solve multiclass SVM problems in one step has variables proportional to the number of classes. Therefore, for multiclass SVM methods, either several binary classifiers have to be constructed or a larger optimization problem is needed. Hence, in general, it is computationally more expensive to solve a multiclass problem than a binary problem with the same number of data [61] . For classifying N classes, N (N − 1)/2 binary SVM classifiers are created according to the total N (N − 1)/2 different class pairs. Each classifier is trained for a unique class pair by the training data of the two classes. In the classification process, a "Max Wins" voting strategy is applied for the final decision. In this strategy, each classifier will vote the class which is identified by this classifier for an input data set. The class that has the most votes from all the classifiers will be labeled as the class for this input data set.
There are several kernel functions used to map the input vectors into the high-dimension space. In our study, radial basis function (RBF) is selected as the mapping kernel function
When using SVM for classification with the RBF kernel, optimization of two parameters is necessary to improve the predictive accuracy: the penalty value C and kernel parameter γ. The parameter C controls the tradeoff between errors of the SVM on training data and margin maximization. In our study, the best parameters were selected from a limited searching grid through a cross-validation process [29] .
To classify the objects from multitemporal SAR, optical data, and fusion of SAR and optical data, the mean and the standard deviation for each object of that data set were calculated as the object's feature input into SVM. For multidate data, a multidate string of such means and standard deviations was obtained for each object. Therefore, the elements of the object's feature vector input into the SVM consisted of mean and standard deviation string, brightness, and maximum difference indicators. The brightness C(v) is defined as
where w B k is the brightness weight of the kth parameter layer in the multitemporal data set; in this study, they were all set as 1. C k (v) is the mean of all pixels in object v in the kth parameter layer. K is the number of the total parameter layers in the multidate stack. Moreover
In addition, the maximum difference is given as
where K B = {k ∈ K|w B k = 1}, and in this study, it is equal to K.
In this study, ten urban land-cover classes were classified using SVM. In practice, in the SVM classification, high-density built-up areas are divided into four subclasses, while lowdensity built-up areas were divided into two subclasses. To achieve better classification results, these subclasses were classified separately and then merged to the superclass that they belong. In SVM classification, the data are mapped to a hyperspace which is further separated by hyperplanes according to the clustering status of the training data. If one class has many obvious clusters, it is better to divide the class into different subclasses. Otherwise, there will be more conflicts with other classes in the hyperspace, which will increase the frequency of error. While using several subclasses, most of the conflicts could be constrained within the superclass domain. Moreover, the accuracy of the subclasses could be improved due to better description of the clusters.
To calibrate the SVM classifier, 20 representative training objects for each of the 14 classes were selected. For the purpose of comparisons, the training segments for all five processing runs were selected in roughly the same areas. The training samples are then used to train the SVM.
2) Accuracy Assessment: To validate the SVM classification results, a set of testing areas, at least 2000 pixels for every class, were randomly selected and evenly distributed over the whole study area. Confusion matrices including producer's accuracy, user's accuracy, overall accuracy, and Kappa coefficient were computed.
3) Significance Test: To evaluate the significance of the differences in the classification accuracy, McNemar's test was employed by previous studies, e.g., [28] . In this study, McNemar's test was used to evaluate the significance of the differences between various classification results.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The classification results of ASAR and HJ-1B alone, the fusion of four-date ASAR and HJ-1B data, and the fusion of eight-date ASAR and HJ-1B data are presented in Fig. 3 . The comparison of overall classification accuracies and kappa coefficients is presented in Table II . Among all results, significant differences were found using McNemar's test, specifically between the overall accuracy and kappa for classification using our segmentation and that of eCognition.
Three representative areas were selected to compare various segmentation and classification results (Fig. 3) . The left column shows Beijing International Airport, the center column the center of Beijing including the Forbidden City, and the right column the Summer Palace and its surrounding area. From the center column, we can see that the Tiananmen Square and the moat around the Forbidden City are better extracted in segmentation and classification using our algorithm (fifth and seventh rows) than eCognition. The horizontal (east-west) streets are much better detected than the vertical (north-south) streets. This is mainly due to the look direction of the SAR sensor that vertical streets are often blocked by buildings and trees. This effect cannot be observed in optical data alone. The optical data, however, should have been able to assist in improving the detection of vertical roads in the fusion results if heavier weight is given to optical data, even though it has only four channels out of 17. In comparison to the eCognition result (sixth row), the linear features such as the moat around the Forbidden City and the roads are detected better by our segmentation. In addition, high-density built-up areas were misclassified as low-density built-up areas in the city center in eCognition classification (row 6).
The area around the Summer Palace was selected as it contains lakes and several delicate features of bridges and islands. The bridges and islands were better classified by our segmentation than eCognition. The highway in the north is also very well extracted by our method but is almost invisible due to misclassification in the eCognition result. The optical result detects the highway quite well but does not show the bridges and islands in the Summer Palace. The results from four-date SAR and HJ-1B fusion (fifth row) have quite good segments in this area, but the bridge is misclassified as forest due to confusion. The area in the left column is interesting due to its heterogeneity; many different land-cover types are located here in a small area. It clearly shows the advantages (e.g., very good classification of river and golf course in HJ-1B versus very good separation of buildings and airport runways) and limitations (e.g., confusion between buildings and airport runways in HJ-1B versus confusion between river and golf course) of using optical data (third row) and SAR (fourth row) alone. Airport/built-up and river/golf course are well classified in the fusion results. These examples clearly demonstrate the synergistic effects of the SAR and optical data.
In terms of quality of the segmentations, several observations can be made when looking at the classification results presented in Fig. 3 . First, the segments derived from HJ-1B data (row 3) often tend to grow over borders of different classes, particularly among roads and other urban classes, thus causing confusion among them. This is mainly due to the spectral similarity between roads and build-up areas. The results from ASAR (row 4) clearly have some advantages. The ASAR segments in general are better defined in built-up areas mainly attributed to the backscattering difference between roads (low backscatter if no layover) and buildings (high backscatter). When it comes to the actual classification, however, SAR data alone are not sufficient due to confusion among classes with low backscatter, such as water, grass/pasture, golf course, road, and airport. The segments from eCognition (row 6) are better than SAR and optical data alone but still have major problems with finding clear borders between areas of different landcover types since eCognition only uses color (0.9) and shape (0.1) in segmentation. With the edge-aware region growing and merging (EARGM) algorithm, the quality of the segments is much improved, as shown in Fig. 3, row 5 , from fusion of fourdate ASAR and HJ-1B data and in Fig. 3, row 7 , from fusion of eight-date ASAR and HJ-1B data. Two major advantages can be observed when comparing eCognition's result and the results using our own algorithm. The first one is that segments do not tend to grow over clear borders, and the second is that linear features such as major roads (center column) and rivers (left column: encircled area) are much better defined and can be well classified in the medium-resolution imagery.
The quality of segmentations is directly linked to the quality of classifications, as shown in Table II . The low classification accuracy of HJ-1B data is mainly caused by confusion between high-and low-density built-up areas, roads, and bare fields. On the other hand, the poor accuracy for classification of SAR alone was caused in part by low-backscatter classes, as discussed earlier, and in part by changes in vegetation from May to October. The best classification accuracy is achieved using fusion of eight-date ASAR and HJ-1B data. This represents over 5% improvement over eCognition results from the same data set. This also represents a 14% and an 11% improvement over SAR and HJ-1B data alone. The results further confirm the benefits of synergy of SAR and optical data. The most interesting finding is the closeness in the overall accuracy and kappa between fusion of four-date ASAR/HJ-1B data and that of eight-date ASAR/HJ-1B data. The results indicate that the multitemporal SAR data acquired in multiangle and dual-look directions are advantageous for urban land-cover mapping. The additional four-date SAR data with similar incidence angles do not add significant value to the classification.
Further comparison of the classification accuracies for fusion of 8-date SAR and HJ-1B data using our algorithm and eCognition (Table II) revealed that the EARGM method produced much better classification accuracies for high-and low-density built-up areas, major roads, and bare fields than eCognition. On the other hand, eCognition produced higher accuracies for several vegetation classes such as forest, grass/pasture, and golf course. This may imply that shape/compactness in eCognition segmentation could be helpful to define vegetation classes. Therefore, it is desirable to further improve our algorithm by adding shape/compactness parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated the edge-aware region growing and merging algorithm for effective segmentation of SAR and optical data. The potential of the fusion of multitemporal multiangle ENVISAT ASAR and HJ-1B CCD data has also been explored for detailed urban land-cover mapping. The results show that the performance of EARGM is superior to that of eCognition in defining urban segments and linear features. The results also confirm that fusion of SAR and optical data provides complementary information, thus yielding higher classification accuracy than SAR or optical data alone. Furthermore, this research demonstrated that fusion of four-date SAR data and optical data can achieve similar classification accuracy as fusion of eight-date SAR data and optical data if multiangle dual-lookdirection SAR data with suitable temporal compositions are selected.
